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FEN is a fun-loving group of Italian 
car (FIAT, Lancia, and Alfa Romeo) 
enthusiasts who meet regularly 
throughout the year.  In general, our club 
is geared towards social rather than the 
technical. The club is incorporated as a 
nonprofit club in Washington State and 
is an IRS 501(c)7 tax-exempt social club. 

Club meetings are held monthly, except 
for July and December.  A picnic in July 
and a holiday party in December take 
the place of regular meetings in those 
months. The regular meeting location 
alternates monthly between Shoreline 
and Renton. FEN also hosts rallies and 
other events throughout the year.

A s hard as it is to believe that July is here, we’ve arrived. We 
have many exceptional activities to look forward to this 

month.
First and certainly not least, the July SOVREN Historic Races 

at Pacific Raceways happen this weekend. If you haven’t had a 
chance to see this and can go on Saturday, July 2, the best part of 
club membership allows you to buy a special pass (contact Le-
roy right away if interested) which allows you to park in the Car 
Corral, right next to the track and the pits. When touring the pits, 
you’ll see everything from the backyard mechanic who drives his 
vintage race car to the track to the team with a semi and staff of 
mechanics and multiple exotic racing historics. You can also cross 

over to the infield 
between races to 
see some of the 
more interesting 
and challenging 
turns. At lunch-
time, you can 
then take your 
car out onto the 
track for a couple 
of “slow” parade 
laps … not to be 
missed!

The following Saturday, July 9, is our FEN 25th Anniversary 
celebration in Olympia. Start with a tour to Olympia on back roads 
(more info in email or online), attend a scrumptious pizza picnic 
(you bring a topping, side, and/or a dessert) and take part in the 
famous FEN Blind Gymkhana—a must-experience event at Presi-
dent Greg’s country farm. Don’t miss it!

Less than two weeks later is another incredible event: the 
annual Oregon Mirafiori campout and “reunion” held over a long 
weekend from July 21–24. Come hang out with other FIAT/Lancia/
Alfa freaks from California, Oregon, Idaho, Washington, and who 
knows where else, in a beautiful spot about 30 minutes east of Ash-
land on Howard Prairie Lake. For the first time, instead of camping 
in tents there will even be some cabin accommodations, along with 
a group kitchen and a covered eating area. We’ll also have the site 
all to ourselves. Ask Greg or me for more details and check out 
the photos of Apserkaha Camp: http://jacksoncountyor.org/parks/
Camping/Photo-Gallery/ID/2/Apserkaha-Camp-Sites-and-Amenities

And please don’t forget that in July the picnic takes the place of 
the regular monthly meeting. See you all soon!   

David Moise, Vice-President

http://jacksoncountyor.org/parks/Camping/Photo-Gallery/ID/2/Apserkaha-Camp-Sites-and-Amenities
http://jacksoncountyor.org/parks/Camping/Photo-Gallery/ID/2/Apserkaha-Camp-Sites-and-Amenities
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SOVREN Historics 2016
Article on this page and photos by Rex Rice

T he Historics were fun once again. The 
cars on the track were SO fast! When 

you have a race where two Cobras were 
the slowest cars out there, you know there 
are a bunch of really fast cars on the track.

The weather started a bit cloudy but 
became hot as the day progressed.We did 
three laps, and had much fun. 

On the way home, I became too 
warm and had to put up the top. Too 
much sun!   

www.fiatnorthwest.org
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SOVREN: History & Membership

SOVREN, the Society of Vintage Racing Enthusiasts, is an or-
ganization of over 400 members who, as the name implies, are 

vintage racing enthusiasts. We are a nonprofit organization dedi-
cated to the restoration, preservation, and competition of prewar, 
vintage, and historic racing automobiles (those manufactured 
generally prior to December 31, 1985).

Ownership of a vintage race car is not necessary for member-
ship, as we welcome non-car owners, especially those who might 
want to volunteer to help with our events. Our members range 
from individuals who enjoy the spirit and camaraderie of vintage 
racing through restoration and wheel-to-wheel competition to 
those who enjoy working on the sidelines as pit crews, officials, or 

turn workers, to those who simply enjoy 
the thrill of watching these old race cars 
come to life again.

In 1985, Seattle Porsche enthusiast 
Dick Mattei decided that there was a need 
for a vintage racing organization in the 
Pacific Northwest. Approximately 100 
enthusiasts were recruited at a meeting in 
1986, and 15 of them became the char-
ter members of SOVREN, an acronym 
coined by Mattei.

The club originally was organized to 
include both racing and touring; however, 
it soon became evident that the mem-
bers’ main interest was in wheel-to-wheel 
competition.

In 1989, SOVREN, in conjunction 
with the Vintage Motorcycle Enthusiasts, 
held their first Pacific Northwest His-
torics at Seattle International Raceway. 
Approximately 59 cars participated, and 
the tradition was established. In the years 
since, the number and quality of cars and 
the fun for participants and spectators 
have increased significantly. In 1990, the 
Historics became a fundraiser for Seattle 
Children’s Hospital, with 68 cars partici-
pating and $7,500 raised. Over the years 
SOVREN has worked hand in hand with 
the SOVREN Guild at Children’s, and the 
Historics have raised millions of dollars, 
most of which goes directly toward un-
compensated care at Children’s Hospital.

SOVREN competition rules recog-
nize three groups of cars: Pre-War (pre-
1941), Vintage (1941–1961), and Historic 
(1962–1972). Formula (single-seat) race 
cars must meet criteria of the “Monoposto 
Register,” which allows cars up to 1985.

For SOVREN membership informa-
tion, please call Pat Johnson, SOVREN 
Registrar, 425-788-3924 or email  
membership@sovren.org.

For 2016, SOVREN featured a salute 
to Corvette, which were sure crowd 
pleasers as usual. It also featured a special 
salute to Cooper racing cars, which was 
also a big hit.   

www.fiatnorthwest.org
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Roberto Giolito is, for many in the 
automotive world, a man who needs 

no introduction. He’s been the pen behind 
the designs that have revitalized the FIAT 
brand and inspired a generation of growth 
at one of the world’s largest automotive 
conglomerates. In the next phase of his 
career, he will be tackling the challenge 
of growing FCA’s heritage program to 
support the classic community’s grow-
ing desire for individual brand support, 
something I know personally will be 
welcome news for the Alfa community I 
so passionately belong to.

This Is the Man Officially in Charge 
of Celebrating and Promoting Italy’s 
Automotive History By Afshin Behnia,  June 13, 2016, Petrolicious.com 

Photos courtesy of FCA and Rosario Liberti

In person he’s a remarkably humble individual, soft-spoken, 
considerate, thoughtful in every move he makes. He is, without 
question, one of the most important design figures in Italian auto-
motive history, and it was with great pleasure that I was able to ride 
along with him in a FIAT Coppa d’Oro in this year’s Mille Miglia 
race. Please enjoy this conversation we were able to have together 
as a look into Roberto’s mind.

Afshin Behnia: Within a huge organization like FCA, how does 
the Heritage Group find a meaningful purpose and mission?

Roberto Giolito: Since we opened the Alfa Romeo Museum, La 
Macchina del Tempo in Arese (Milan), there has been the need 
to reestablish a strong connection between our history and what 
modern culture expects from our brands. Internally, the FCA has 
made an incredible investment in the new Heritage division, which 
is why every branch of FCA has taken an interest, because we are 
the ones responsible for ensuring the heritage of each piece of 
our brand’s history. Initially we were just organizing events with 
classic cars, concours, rallies, and so on. But then we expanded our 
mission to include the restoration of important milestone vehicles, 
followed by the rigorous preparation of these vehicles for import-
ant races like the Mille Miglia.

www.fiatnorthwest.org
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AB: Many major manufacturers are 
providing infrastructure and parts supply 
chains for legacy customers and enthusi-
asts. What are you planning for owners of 
classic Alfas, FIATs, Lancias, and Abarths?

RG: Following the model recently intro-
duced with Abarth Classiche, you will 
start to see similar programs and infra-
structure built around each of our legacy 
brands. This model has been widely tested 
by Abarth collectors through accredited 
certifications and factory restorations 
carried out on their cars at our brand-new 
facility in Turin, and will be extended to 
the Lancia brand in the next months, fol-
lowed by Alfa Romeo and FIAT in 2017. 

From September onwards we will be 
offering a dedicated service on request for 
our customers, providing certificates of 
originality, matching number verification, 
service manuals, and so on for most of 
the classic models from each of our major 
brands.

www.fiatnorthwest.org
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Once we launch the new FCA Heritage 
website, you will immediately begin to be 
able to purchase a wide choice of parts 
and dedicated merchandise for select 
models. This will continue to expand as 
time moves forward.

AB: What’s it like to go from Chief De-
signer to head of Heritage?

RG: I’ve seriously dedicated my entire life 
to the creation of a line of products that 
stand up to the design integrity of the 
‘50’s and ‘60’s, the generation of products 
that gave our brands their lasting affinity 
that carries them through today.

It’s awesome and humbling that my job 
is now to manage the heritage of these 
brands that I have worked my whole life 
to preserve. I’ve admired them all for so 
long, and have taken such inspiration 
from them, it’s just incredible to me that 
I now get to look after them in this next 
stage of our company’s history.

AB: What is your personal favorite car in the FCA collection?

RG: I think there’s nothing that can really compare to the Lancia 
D50. It’s a pure race car, but it still has so much sex appeal. It has so 
much charisma, which is just an echo of the genius of its creator.

AB: What vintage cars do you have your eye on for your personal 
collection?

RG: Before I took this position, it was so much simpler to choose a 
classic car. I just was able to pick one that was relevant to me in 

www.fiatnorthwest.org
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that moment and pursue it. But now, with each day being sur-
rounded by a world-class collection, and being tasked with the 
maintenance of so many of them, and learning the intricacies and 
beauty in all of them, it’s becoming very difficult to choose one that 
I would want to drive every day for myself. FCA has done such a 
good job in my opinion in the young-timer market at very agree-
able prices, but let’s just say I’ve got my eyes on a few vintage 
pieces.   

Many thanks to FENster  

George Baumann for alerting us  

to this fascinating story.

www.fiatnorthwest.org
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Road Signs Are Incredibly Vague, 
But These Suggestions Should 
Clear ‘em Right Up
By John Philips, Car & Driver Magazine, May 2016

Did you know that bicycles are treated as vehicles in all 50 
states, which means they have the right to occupy a full travel 

lane? Me neither. That’s why the countryside is plastered in those 
“SHARE THE ROAD” signs. But it turns out that that particular 
sign is harder to deconstruct than an airline omelet, and it has the 
same effectiveness as no sign at all.

Bogus, I thought, but it’s verifiably true, as demonstrated by 
1824 respondents in a 2015 study of motoring perceptions, con-
ducted by M. Nils Peterson and George Hess. On the scale of 
humorosity, it’s about as fun to read as student-loan applications. 

Evidently, though, if the sign makes onlookers think anything 
at all, this is what gets thought: Motorists believe it urges bicy-
clists to move the hell over to the right, and bicyclists believe it 
urges drivers to pass way the hell over in the oncoming lane, and 
I believe it urges civility, such that I shout at bikers: “Hey, looking 
good, chief. Did you lose some weight?”

The sign’s wording is worth considering because most US cities 
boast bicycle mortality rates about double those in other developed 
nations. Say Peterson and Hess, the “SHARE THE ROAD” sign 
has a “high semantic distance,” meaning it doesn’t portray what it 
is intended to represent—like presidential candidates—although 

Above: www.funnypicturefunnyphoto.com.

Below: www.carandautoinsurancequote.com.

Below: www.carandautoinsurancequote.com.

www.fiatnorthwest.org
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the folks who devise our nation’s sign age probably don’t fancy 
themselves as T. S. Eliot anyway. Turns out, a replacement sign that 
has a superlow semantic distance and is understood by 95 percent 
of everybody is “BICYCLES MAY USE FULL LANE.” Hah! That 
wasn’t hard, was it? Delaware has already dumped its old “SHARE” 
signs, and the rest of the nation will likely follow.

Of course, obfuscational signage is older than popes on a 
pension. A sign I see every day reads, “NO PARKING, BUS STOP.” 
Except the one thing that surely parks and stops there is the bus. 
I’d be more comfortable with something like “PLEASE GLIDE ON 
THROUGH OR A BUS WILL DRIVE UP YOUR COLON.” Or, 
as you’ll see at most airports, “NO STANDING, CARS TOWED 
AWAY.” For starters, “AWAY” is redundant, because towing can’t lead 
anywhere but away. More important, if you’re “standing,” it means 
you’re in the driver’s seat, waiting, and if the tow truck at that point 
carries you and your car away, I think that’s kidnapping. A clearer 
sign would be “STANDERS WILL BE HELD FOR RANSOM.”

The sign “NO PARKING ON PAVEMENT” seems to encour-
age us to park on sidewalks or grassy knolls. Whenever I’ve seen 
the sign “LANE DROP AHEAD,” I’ve always ached to be carrying 
a passenger named Lane so I could give him a little surprise. And 
what shall we make of those “DIP” signs? All roads have dips, 
often behind the wheel. What I need to know is whether this is a 
slight swale or a dip similar to an open-pit copper mine.

One roadway sign that slows my pace is “NO PEDESTRIANS, 
BICYCLES, MOTOR-DRIVEN CYCLES.” I have to read through 
this one carefully to see if I’ve been named. Wouldn’t “STAY OUT” 
have been simpler? Here’s another: “NO NON-MOTORIZED 
TRAFFIC.” My English teacher forbade the use of double nega-
tives, requiring, as they do, the reader to set aside a jot or two for 
decoding.

Above: http://wlhto.blogspot.com/2008/12/top-50-
funny-road-signs.html.

Above: www.jalopnik.com.

Above, left: www.funnypicturefunnyphoto.com.
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When I lived in Canada, I had to be told what “ADVANCED 
GREEN” meant—namely, a flashing green light telling the driver 
that oncoming traffic has a red light. And “OFFICIAL VEHICLES 
ONLY” has always offended me, because my registration includes 
a box for “vehicle type,” meaning it’s very much officially a kind of 
vehicle, as confirmed by the state.

Where I grew up, I used to encounter a sign at traffic lights that 
said, “MOVE FORWARD TO ACTIVIZE SIGNAL.” Whenever my 
mother encountered those signs, she threatened to leap out with a 
Sharpie to replace “activize” with “activate.” Near our old Hogback 
Road HQ, a sign at the top of a hill warned, “BRAKING MAY BE RE-
QUIRED.” I wanted to take my mother’s Sharpie and add, “Also steer-
ing, thinking, food, rest, breathing, possibly a little sex if we’re lucky.”

To this day, the sign “NO VEHICLES WITH LUGS” baffles 
me. Nick Nolte is a big lug. Thugs, maybe? Studs? Here’s another 
enigma: “DEAF CHILD AREA,” which perhaps describes the area 
in which the child is deaf, which would be around his ear area. 
Here’s one that thwarts even medical professionals: “AUTISTIC 
CHILD.” I can’t imagine what I’m to do in response. Are autistic 
kids difficult to see?

In my former home in Pinckney, Michigan, there was a van-
dalized sign that said, “NO PARKING HERE TO … MONDAY.” 
To be safe, I parked there only on Mondays.

Finally, there’s one sign that affected my outlook. It reads, 
“END.” You see a lot of “END” signs in New York City, and I think 
it somehow refers to the quality of life you’ll be enjoying there if 
you’re a motorist. So I moved to Montana. No “END” signs here. 
That’s because we strive to maintain a high semantic distance.  

Above: www. repokar.com.

Right: Most road signs in Europe are easier to 
figure out than this confusing assortment in 
Antwerp. www.chicagotribune.com.

Below: www.strangefarmer.com.

Bottom: Life in Maine.  
http://www.rd.com/funny-stuff/funny-road-signs.
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Rally presentation for  
the New Abarth 124 Rally  
in Sardinia

Presented for the first time last March at the Geneva Motor 
Show and then at the 100th Targa Florio, the Abarth 124 Rally 

is making its début on the stage of the World Rally Championship 
at the Italy-Sardinia Rally, scheduled in June from Thursday 9 to 
Sunday 12. The car will displayed at the Service Park, the natural 
stage for exhibiting the ambitious technical DNA of the project.

The new Abarth 124 Rally is indeed a pure concentrate of tech-
nology and performance, the fruit of the experience of the Abarth 
Racing Team to bring Abarth back onto the most glorious and 
challenging rally courses with the special tests where the asphalt is 
hotter than those made treacherous by the slippery ice.

More than forty years after its last official race, the 1976 Monte 
Carlo Rally, the Abarth 124 Rally is back with the same philoso-
phy: to test road cars’ technical solutions under extreme conditions 
and to guarantee all Abarth customers excellent performance and 
maximum reliability. It is dedicated to all those who share the 
brand’s sense of challenge and racing world values.

Concealed beneath the bonnet is the 1,800-cm3 turbocharged, 
direct-injection, dual-overhead–camshaft engine. Thanks to the 
different selectable mappings, it provides power up to 300 HP at 
6,500 rpm and optimum torque curve, a key element to allow the 

driver steering and acceleration bal-
ance when oversteering. Performance is 
breathtaking and acceleration is scorching 
and marked with full, riveting sound. The 
project was developed to ensure reliabil-
ity and performance also in the extreme 
conditions typical of rallies: ice, dirt, dust, 
water, heat.

Even the transmission was designed 
to enhance performance: The engine is 
coupled to a rapid 6-speed sequential 
gearbox with shift paddles, and traction 
is assured by the mechanical self-locking 
differential.

Motor sports, for Abarth, is not only 
adrenaline, but also testing grounds to 
experiment with solutions that guar-
antee performance and excitement. To 
enhance the 124 Rally’s competitiveness, 
the Abarth Racing Team’s engineers have 
worked with precise objectives: first of 

From www.FIATpress.com
Turin, June 9, 2016

Submitted by Fred Russell

www.fiatnorthwest.org
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all, weight reduction and overall balance. 
For this reason, the motor is mounted 
behind the front axle; for the cockpit and 
the engine compartment, light, resistant 
materials were used, while the softtop was 
replaced by a fixed carbon-fibre hardtop. 
With these features, weight distribution 
leans slightly towards the rear axle in or-
der to ensure maximum traction even in 
low-grip conditions. The centre of gravity 
was further lowered as compared to the 
road car to the advantage of road grip and 
straightforward performance.

The new Abarth 124 Spider was born 
light and agile, and the Rally edition was 
further refined to star in competitions. 
Homologation in the FIA R-GT category 
has required structural reinforcements to 
guarantee even greater stress resistance 
and the highest safety standards for the 
crew, and the body now has a safety roll 
cage, which also has the task of increasing 
the torsional stiffness and strengthening 
the attachment points of the “top mounts.”

The whole design is focused on the 
search for maximum efficiency and ergo-
nomics, ensuring the crew not only ex-
cellent performance, but also attention to 
every minute detail, such as the arrange-
ment of interior controls and available 
space in the cockpit.

Rallies subject the cars to extreme 
stresses, and that is why the excellent 
mechanical scheme of the production car 
has been developed further. The suspen-
sion system—front high double-wishbone 
and rear multilink—provide optimised ki-
nematics and are now installed on special 
subframes that ensure, at the same time, 
higher mechanical resistance and consid-
erable reduction in weight, while metal 
joints guarantee top driving accuracy.

To ensure maximum grip in all road 
conditions and adaptation to the different 
special stages, the Racing Team tech-
nicians have been extremely careful in 
defining the suspension setup possibili-
ties, which offer a broad adjustment of the 

characteristic angles, a greater bump position for difficult surfaces, 
and, above all, hydraulic 4-way shock absorbers so that behaviour 
in compression and rebound and response to the high or low 
frequencies can be configured extremely accurately to indulge the 
driver’s feeling.

The first-class mechanics has called for a new generation elec-
tronic system both to ensure top performance on the road and to 
optimise weight and overall dimensions.

 Thanks to the high level of integration, all the main controls 
are ergonomically grouped on the steering wheel. In this way the 
driver can, for example, choose the different calibrations of the 
engine or select the mode of use of the traction control, from the 
one designed for fast, high-grip routes to that designed to support 
driving in low-grip conditions. The secondary controls are instead 
concentrated in the console area to be enabled also by the naviga-
tor in critical conditions or during transfers.

A modern rally car has to be designed not only to ensure top 
performance, but also to allow drivers, navigators, and technicians 
to rely on a machine that can meet their expectations and adapt to 
multiple uses and situations. This is the reason why the new Abarth 
124 Rally will offer the possibility to choose different configura-
tions and setups with real mechanical aspects, such as height from 
the ground, and the choice of the exterior livery to be reminiscent 
of the unforgettable triumphs of the Abarth brand in rallies the 
world over.

Finally, the SE139 code of the project is rooted in the puls-
ing heart of the brand’s history, referring directly to Karl Abarth. 
The abbreviation SE means “Sports” and “Experimental,” a direct 
connection with Abarth’s values of craftsmanship and technical 
progress. The progressive number 139, on the other hand, reminds 
us that in its 67-year history, Abarth has developed an average of 
two racing projects per year: an outstanding achievement that few 
other automotive manufacturers can boast.

www.fiatnorthwest.org
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The South End meeting was led by Greg 
Smith, President, with 15 members in 
attendance at Amante’s Restaurant in 
Renton.

Treasurer’s Report
• LeRoy Mietzner, Treasurer, reported 

a balance of $8,600 in the bank. Our 
insurance is paid. The club has gained 
$300 over the last three months, 
thanks to the car show.

Reports and Announcements
• There are special items available to 

members to celebrate the club’s 25th 
anniversary. To receive these items 
you must be a paid-up member.

• Greg reminded all of the 25th 
anniversary celebration at his home 
in Olympia on July 9. The club 
provides pizza dough but please bring 
toppings, for the pizza and a side 
dish. Kids are welcome. There will be 
a blind gymkhana. [More details in 
the FEN calendar on page 15. —Ed.]

• We were reminded to check the 
calendar in the newsletter for 
upcoming events.   

FEN Meeting Notes
June 1, 2016

Abarth, Back in the World of Rallies 
Owing to a Team of Excellence
The Abarth team has worked hard in its search for technical 
partners and sponsors at the top of the category. One of these is 
Petronas Selenia, which has always been engaged in the creation of 
technologically advanced, high-performance lubricants, and which 
contributed to the development of the engine. The Adler Pelzer 
Group instead was involved with a starring role in the production 
of tailor-made components for the composite car, and Michelin 
was selected as technical partner to develop the tyres.

The Abarth 124 Rally project is also a marvelous showcase 
for several Italian companies united by decades of experience in 
the racing world. To name a few: Sabelt, one of the most famous 
brands in the racing sector, which gave its contribution with its 
exceptional shell-shaped seats, seatbelts, and other safety devices, 
and Kappa, the leading brand in the sportswear sector worn by the 
complete Abarth Racing Team. From a mechanical standpoint, the 
bodywork and the suspension layout have been completely rede-
signed by Abarth’s technical team in close collaboration with LM 
Gianetti, a company founded over 40 years ago that was involved 
in the development of the first Abarth 124 Rally. EXT SHOX in-
stead brought its own specialist know-how to the development of 
the adjustable 4-position shock absorbers.

BMC supported the team in designing the intake system, 
which is fundamentally important in order to guarantee consistent 
and reliable performance of the engine. The lightweight and at the 
same time sturdy race rims were designed and manufactured by 
OZ Racing, a true legend in the world of motor sports.

Finally, the interior has been completely renovated (just like 
for the road version) using Alcantara upholstery on the dashboard 
and seats. This 100 percent-Italian technological fabric reduces the 
overall weight of the car and prevents sunlight reflections in the 
cockpit, in addition to ensuring maximum grip in the points of 
contact between driver and car.

The team passionately worked to completely renovate an icon 
of the rally world like the Abarth 124 Rally, and the rear-wheel 
drive transmission is synonymous with fun not only for the drivers 
but also for the public, which certainly will be astonished with the 
Abarth 124 Rally and its agility.

The new 124 Rally, which has been made adopting the most 
advanced technology available today, brings back sweet memories 
of the world of rallies, when in the seventies the races were more 
exciting and enjoyed huge success.

Lastly, something else that is new: Starting today, the new 124 
Rally can be ordered on the website www.racing.abarth.com and by 
writing to 124rally@abarth.com. The Abarth Racing Team and 
Abarth Racing dealers are naturally available to all customers to answer 
questions and meet all technical and commercial requirements.   Credit: www.amazingdata.com.

www.fiatnorthwest.org
http://www.racing.abarth.com
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Club Officers

President
Greg Smith
360-239-0429
gfs@gregoryfsmith.com

Vice-President
David Moise
206-719-3186
dmoise@comcast.net

Secretary (North)
Suzanne “Sooz” Rian
425-483-9765
dsrian@frontier.com 

Secretary (South)  
Carrie Rice
360-379-0593
ricecarrie39@gmail.com 

Treasurer/Membership 
LeRoy Mietzner
425-836-0310
Leroy@mietzners.net

Newsletter Editor 
Mi Ae Lipe
206-349-2038
miae@whatnowdesign.com

Board Member Rep/Vintage Cars
Rex Rice
360-379-0593
ricerex35@gmail.com

Board Member Rep/New Cars
Alex Sargeant
206-303-9367
alexsar@yahoo.com

We finally got the chance 
to work on the car. The 

bodywork is extensive and I 
found more rust in the pas-
senger floor. I have cut out and 
welded in the first of many 
patch panels. Now that the 
weather has cooperated, Tina 
has started sandblasting car 
parts. The wheels are the first 
thing she’s been working on.

We are looking for a 
reliable source for vintage key 
blanks. I would greatly appre-
ciate as many resources as 
possible for vintage parts.   

Pruczinski Project: Sofia Update
Article and photos by Dave Pruczinski

www.fiatnorthwest.org
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FEN Calendar
July 8  Griot’s Garage Second Friday 
Evening Cruise-In. (Repeat of May 13 event.)

July 9  FEN’s 25th Anniversary Celebration 
Event! Driving Event Portion: The day begins 
with an optional driving tour; the starting point is 
Griot’s Garage retail store in Tacoma, with a drivers’ 
meeting at 9:45 am. The tour winds through the 
countryside on back roads to end at the home of 
club president Greg Smith near Olympia.

Picnic Portion: Greg has an outdoor pizza oven 
that will be used to bake the main dish for the 
meal. Dough, sauce, and cheese will be provided, 
but it is BYOB if you care to AND be sure to 
bring whatever toppings you would like to put 
on your pizza! Contact Greg is you have special 
dietary needs … Please bring a side dish to share 
and a lawn chair for yourself. 

The highlight of the day will be a Blind 
Gymkhana. This test of driver/navigator skill 
involves the driver being blindfolded while 
attempting to complete a mowed course in a 
field of grass by following directions given by 
the navigator! Speed is definitely NOT helpful 
in the event! Always a hilarious sight to see. It is 
recommended that married couples be placed on 
separate teams for the benefit of the relationship! 
More details will be made available as the date 
approaches. Please RSVP to Greg Smith at 
president@FIATnorthwest.org.

July 21–24  Mirafiori’s Oregon campout 
near Ashland. Here are some details thanks to 
our sister club, FIAT America, in the Bay Area:
“Oregon 2016” will be taking place on Thursday, 
July 21, through Sunday, July 24, 2016. Most 
Oregon events have taken place at Howard 
Prairie Lake, about 30 minutes out of Ashland, 
but this year an event center, Apserkaha Park, 
approximately 4 miles down the road from 
Howard Prairie Resort, has been secured.

Since we have no real experience with the site, 
there will be a learning curve; but, for the first 
time in 20 years, we’ll have the place all to 
ourselves. I’ll let seasoned FIAT America folk 
that have visited fill in the blanks, but Oregon 
is sort of like a Grateful Dead get-together. It’s 
pretty low-key and maybe a bit too unstructured 
for some, but where are you going to find quite a 
few like-minded Italian car nuts, surrounded by 
forest, cool cars, and each other?

This event is unfolding as we speak. The site is 
paid for in advance and you might get asked 
for a blind contribution at some point to make 
the person who covered that whole again, but 
the pressure will be minimal : ) Most previous 
events have been tent camping for the most 
part, but, from the links that follow, you will 
see that this year there are some different onsite 
accommodations. Should you want to know 
about the flavor of an Oregon event, may I direct 
you to a bit of an “elder” link that could use an 
update: www.mirafiori.com/oregon2011.

Should you want to keep up on things as they 
unfold, I suggest joining the Oregon email list: 
www.mirafiori.com/mailman/listinfo/oregon

If you want a peek at where the Be-in is this year, 
I offer this: http://jacksoncountyor.org/parks/
Camping/Howard-Prairie-Lake/Apserkaha-Park

Aug 3  Regular club meeting (South) at 
Amante’s, 4201 Sunset Blvd NE, Renton. Meeting 
begins at 7 pm, but come early for dinner from 
the regular menu.

Aug 6  Northwest Alfa Romeo Club’s Viva 
Italia Car Show. Great new venue this year at 
the St. Edwards State Park, 14445 Juanita Dr NE, 
Kirkland. Open 11 am to 4 pm to all Italian cars 
and motorcycles. No entry charge—come and 
go as your schedule allows. More details at www.
nwalfaclub.com.

Lots more events on the FEN website— 
check them out!

www.fiatnorthwest.org
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FIATs in the News   Compiled by Mi Ae Lipe

The following is a digest of recent news items relating to FIATs, Alfa Romeos, Maseratis, and other Italian cars. 
Clicking on the blue URL links below will take you to the corresponding articles on the Internet in your Web browser. 

Review: 2017 FIAT 124 Spider Abarth (Car & Driver, July 1, 2016)  
http://www.caranddriver.com/reviews/2017-FIAT-124-spider-abarth-tested-review

Review: FIAT 124 Spider has Italian style, Japanese quality (USA Today, June 24, 2016)
http://www.usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2016/06/24/review-FIAT-124-spider-has-italian-style-japanese-
quality/86267736/

New FIAT 500 Riva edition is “smallest yacht in the world” (AutoExpress, June 29, 2016)  
http://www.autoexpress.co.uk/FIAT/500/96117/new-FIAT-500-riva-edition-is-smallest-yacht-in-the-world

FIAT may face €80 fine over emissions cheating (EU Observer, June 28, 2016)  
https://euobserver.com/dieselgate/134058

Report: Google’s self-driving car partnership with FIAT is inconsequential (9to5google.com, June 27, 2016)  
http://9to5google.com/2016/06/27/report-googles-self-driving-car-partnership-with-FIAT-is-inconsequential/

FIAT pounded in new quality survey (24/7 Wall Street, June 23, 2016)
http://247wallst.com/autos/2016/06/23/FIAT-pounded-in-new-quality-survey/

Fiat Chrysler recalls 13,000 Maserati cars for rollaway issue (Reuters, June 23, 2016) 
http://www.reuters.com/article/fiat-chrysler-recall-idUSL1N19F0E0

Could Tesla gain an Italian rival in Maserati? (Christian Science Monitor, June 27, 2016) 
http://www.csmonitor.com/Business/In-Gear/2016/0627/Could-Tesla-gain-an-Italian-rival-in-Maserati

Humble Ferrari owner and the love for his affordable, slow-to-appreciate Dino (The Globe & Mail, June 29, 2016) 
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/globe-drive/reviews/classics/humble-ferrari-owner-and-the-love-for-his-
affordable-slow-to-appreciate-dino/article30554871/

This Stratos meet-up looks like heaven on earth for Lancia fans (Road & Track, July 1, 2016)
http://www.roadandtrack.com/car-culture/classic-cars/videos/a29790/lancia-stratos-meet-up/

These are the 13 wildest Lamborghini concept cars (Top Gear, July 1, 2016)
http://www.topgear.com/car-news/classic/these-are-13-wildest-lamborghini-concept-cars#1
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